SIERRA NEVADA NORTHERN HEMISPHERE - WET HOP IPA $10
Northern Hemisphere drops you into a hop Peld, the beer’s
profound flavor like strolling under the lush canopy. Centennial
hops loaded with notes of citrus blossom, rose, and pine. ABV
6.7% | IBU 67 - Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. - Chico, CA
SIERRA NEVADA STRAINGE BEAST - HARD KOMBUCHA $8.5
The aroma’s ginger zip ushers in layered flavors of tart citrus,
floral blossoms, and hints of mixed berry. Sparkling bright and
dry on the Pnish, this beast loves to lure you back. ABV 7% Sierra Nevada Brewing Co - Chico, CA
SIERRA NEVADA CELEBRATION - FRESH HOP IPA $7.5
Let's celebrate! Famous for its citrus and pine aromas,
Celebration is bold and intense, featuring Cascade, Centennial
and Chinook hops. ABV 6.8% | IBU 65 - Sierra Nevada Brewing
Co.- Chico, CA
SIERRA NEVADA WILD LITTLE THING - SOUR ALE $7
This slightly sour beer has just the right smack of tartness for
serious refreshment, while guava, hibiscus and strawberry lend
fruity-sweet depth and a bright pop of color. ABV 5.5% | IBU 7Sierra Nevada Brewing Co - Chico, CA
SIERRA NEVADA DANKFUL $7.5
A resinous West Coast IPA that helps fund the philanthropic
work of THE Sierra Nevada foundation. The foundation supports
nonproPts that stand up for social equality, economic well-being,
and environmental protection. ABV 7.4% | IBU 55 - Sierra
Nevada Brewing Co. - Chico, CA
SIERRA NEVADA KELLERWEIS $7.5
A hazy wheat ale - untamed, raw and alive. Full, fruity aroma
and notes of spicy clove and banana bread. ABV 4.8% | IBU 15 Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. - Chico, CA
SIERRA NEVADA BIGFOOT - BARLEY STYLE ALE $10
Bigfoot is a beast of a beer, packed with bittersweet malt and
heaps of aggressive whole-cone PaciPc Northwest hops. Brewed
in the barleywine style—strong and robust with the rePned
intensity of a wine with bittersweet malt flavor & whole-cone
hops. ABV 9.6% | IBU 90 - Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. - Chico,
CA
SIERRA NEVADA TORPEDO - IPA $7.5
An aggressive yet balanced beer featuring the complex citrus,
pine, and herbal character of whole-cone hops. ABV 7.2% | IBU
65 - Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. - Chico, CA
ALMANAC FIRST CLASS DELIVERED $10.5
Brewed in honor of our mail carriers who keep the gears of
democracy turning rain or shine all year long, First Class
Delivery is a super tropical jazzy Double India Pale Ale
dry-hopped with Nelson Sauvin that's always on time! ABV 8% Almanac Brewing Co - Alameda, CA

BARREL BROTHERS THE BROTHER MAKER - IPA $9
Hop Spanker full of azacca, citra, mosaic and amarillo hops, not
onece but twice to supply The BrotherMaker with a double dose of
hop homies. 2-Row, pale ale and wheat back up this heavy
hitting hop line up with a balanced malty sweetness. ABV 8.8% Barrel Brothers Brewing Co. - Windsor, CA
DESCHUTES BLACK BUTTE PORTER $7.5
Rise through dark forests dense with notes of chocolate and coffee
to reveal a rich landscape of roasted terrain and soft-lit, creamy
skies. ABV 5.2% | IBU 30 - Deschutes Brewery - Bend,OR
SAINT ARCHER TROPICAL IPA $7.50
This west coast style Tropical IPA takes you on a journey to a
slower pace of life. Mosaic, citra, and simcoe hops with a blend of
real mango and passionfruit for a balanced bitterness and a
drinkability that calls for the ocean breeze. Enjoy, and let this
Tropical IPA take you away to your oasis. ABV 7% | IBU-70 Saint Archer Brewing - San Diego, CA
SAINT ARCHER IPA $7.5
Everything you would expect from a great American India Pale
Ale: Hop-forward, yet civilized. Bitter but balanced. Amarillo and
Simcoe ring loud and clear with citrus and tropical notes that are
backed up by a chorus of our other favorites - Centennial,
Chinook, Columbus, and Citra. ABV 7% | IBU 66 - Saint Archer
Brewing - San Diego, CA
DOGFISH SLIGHTLY MIGHTY $7.5
Mighty hop character and just 95 calories … that can’t be
possible. Oh, but it is! After a year of R&D and months of
Pne-tuning what seemed to be unimaginable, Slightly Mighty is
Pnally here! This true indie craft beer has all the character of a
world class IPA, but with only 95 calories. ABV 4% | IBU 30 Dog Fish Brewing - Milton, DE
FIRESTONE DOUBLE JACK $10
Massively hopped yet supremely balanced, Double Jack is a
dangerously drinkable double IPA for any hop head. Bright
grapefruit and tangerine American hop aromas, with flavors of
stone fruit and pine. A malt backbone brings balance to the high
hop intensity. ABV 9.5% | IBU 75 - Firestone Walker Brewing Co
- Paso Robles, CA

